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Abstract
SMALL-x QCD CALCULATIONS WITH A BIASED ENSEMBLE
by
Gary Anthony Kapilevich
Adviser: Professor Adrian Dumitru
In this dissertation, I will argue that we can study functional fluctuations in unintegrated
gluon distributions, in the MV model as well as JIMWLK, using reweighting techniques,
which will allow me to calculate QCD observables with ”biased ensembles”. This technique
will enable me to study rare functional configurations of the gluon distributions, that might
have been selected for in, for example, the centrality criteria used by the ATLAS and ALICE
collaborations. After a review of these techniques, as well as a review of QCD physics at
high energy in general, I will use biased ensembles to compute observables in two examples.
First, I’ll look at the nuclear modification factor in pA/pp collisions. Recent experimental
data[1] suggests that the nuclear modification factor should increase with centrality. I show
(based on a paper written with collaborators Adrian Dumitru and Vladimir Skokov) that a
functional bias on gluon distributions does, indeed, bare this out.
My second application will use biased ensembles to compute cross sections and azimuthal
harmonics in double inclusive gluon production via “Glasma graphs”. I use three types of
biases (an increase in gluons multiplicity in some momentum range by a constant factor; by a
factor that is momentum dependent; and by a factor that is anisotropic) to show that biased
ensembles introduce interesting and diverse changes in the angular anisotropies. Along the
way, I’ll stress that one should always remember how likely each bias that is being studied
is, in the original ensemble (which, after all, is what these techniques are studying).
iv
My hope for this work is that, not only will it provide an additional way of interpreting
experimental results using saturation physics, but that it will help the field in some way, as
it looks onward to, for example, the EIC expansion at Brookhaven.
v
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1 Introduction
My primary focus in this paper is studying fluctuations in the MV and BFKL models,
and how they effect observables in two specific cases: the nuclear modification factor in
pA collisions, and the angular anisotropy in double inclusive gluon production via glasma
graphs. To get us ready for this discussion, I will start by presenting an overview of QCD
asymptotics in section 1.1, followed by some words motivating the use of “biased ensembles”
in studying fluctuations in section 1.2.
1.1 From BFKL to BK
Let’s start with a high-altitude fly over/survey of QCD collision asymptotics; Figure 1 shows
the well known QCD evolution equations as a function of rapidity and some typical transverse
momentum Q (in DIS, for example, this might be the momentum of the virtual photon) which
we will be reviewing in this section1. While our primary focus will be with the MV model
and the evolution of its weight function with rapidity via JIMWLK, the tools described
in the rest of this paper- ensemble re-weighting techniques- should be applicable to other
small-x/large s theories. This brief summary of small-x physics will be mostly qualitative,
with concepts introduced that will be useful later in the text.
Expanding QCD processes past tree level requires some thought into what should be the
expansion parameter. To start, we will implicitly assume that we can work with dipoles:
that is, in picturing DIS, for example, we factorize the cross section into a leptonic current,






[ΦT (~x, z) + ΦL(~x, z)]d
2b N(~x,~b, Y ) . (1)
1This review relies heavily on the textbook ”Quantum Chromodynamics at High Energy” by Yuri V.
Kovchegov and Eugene Levin[5], as well numerous discussions with my advisor Adrian Dumitru.
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Figure 1: A map of QCD asymptotics. In the perturbative region, we see how various
renormalization group equations evolve, say, the unintegrated gluon distributions. Also
shown is the saturation scale, Qs(Y ), as well as the geometric scaling region. The latter is
delineated by kgeom, where as in the text of this dissertation, it is labeled as Qgs. The figure
was taken from the paper by Jalilian-Marian and Kovchegov[2]
.
In this formula, ΦT and ΦL are the light cone wave functions for fluctuations of a trans-
verse/longitudinal photon into a qq̄ dipole (for the lowest order expression for these, see [6]);
~x is the distance between q and q̄ in the dipole; ~b is the impact parameter; and Y and Q are
the rapidity and virtual momentum fraction. With eq. (1), we also introduce the scattering
amplitude, related to the forward matrix element of the S-matrix for dipole-nucleus scatter-
ing by S(~x,~b, Y ) = 1−N(~x,~b, Y ). We will evaluate the dipole S-matrix more explicitly, for
the MV model, in section 2.3.





1/3, where A stands for nucleon number. Note that we can just as well study the
double log approximation (DLA) parameter αsY ln
Q2
Λ2QCD
(in section 4, for example, we will
2
approach the region where DLA is valid when we enhance the number of gluons beyond the
geometric scaling region). We also get an implicit ordering when using these parameters.
For example, if we picture two -onium/-onium scattetering via a BFKL ladder (note again
that BFKL is an evolution equation in rapidity), where, in the CM frame, one -onium has
only momentum P+ and the other only P−, then
P+  k+1  k+2  ... k+n , (2)
P−  k−n  ... k−2  k−1 , (3)
where we will use the following convention for light cone coordinates (and assume that the
-onium are traveling in the 3 direction),
k+ ≡ k0 + k3 , (4)
k− ≡ k0 − k3 . (5)
Note that each vertex in a BFKL ladder is a Lipatov vertex (and the gluon line off which
other gluons are emitted a reggeized gluon), which implicitly sums gluon emission diagrams
with contribution αs in the cross section. The Lipatov vertex factor, which we will need










where ~k is for the emited gluon and ~q is the momenta of the gluon exchanged between the
two -onium. An issue with taking only αsY as our expansion parameter is the asymptotics:
2For a picture of the diagrams that go into Lipatov Vertices, and the momenta labels, see Figure 3.6
from[5].
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ln2 s , (7)
which is too restrictive if we consider, for example, the diffusion approximation of BFKL4,
where the total cross section grows as a pomeron exchange,
σBFKLtot ∼ sαP−1 . (8)




parameter (DGLAP), or if we construct the DLA approximation to both BFKL and DGLAP.
We are interested in large s asymptotics, and can avoid unitarity violation by, for example,
looking at multiple rescattering (described shortly) and taking our expansion parameter to
be α2sA
1/3. To close this sub-section, I’ll briefly describe the Glauber-Gribov-Mueller, GGM
model, which does just that, and the BK equation, which builds on the multiple rescattering
of GGM by also evolving over rapidity (we’ll discuss the MV model in section 2, which will
parallel much of our discussion on GGM).
With multiple rescattering, we assume that the nucleus off which we are scattering has
A 1 nucleons, and that interaction between nucleons is suppressed at leading order which
we are considering (the Glauber model[7, 8]). Each nucleon interacts with a dipole by
exchanging two gluons, and the nucleons are ordered in x+, the CM direction in which the
dipole is moving. Figure 2 shows a result of multiple rescattering by graphing the scattering
amplitude as a function of the separation of the quark and antiquark in the dipole: see
section 2.3 for calcuations. Unitarity bounds in terms of the scattering amplitude would
3In eqs. (7, 8), we assume that the cross section for two interacting hadrons grows as ∆, use the fact that
the pion is the lightest bound state in QCD, and introduce the pomeron intercept, αP . See again chapter 3
of [5].










Figure 2: The scattering amplitude against dipole separation, depicting multiple rescattering
in the GGM model. This figure introduces a new scale, the saturation momentum Qs, and
also shows dependence below 1/Qs. This figure is from the paper by Jalilian-Marian and
Kovchegov[2]
say N(~x⊥,~b⊥, Y ) ≤ 1 (see Kovchegov and Levin, appendix B.2 for a complete discussion[5]),
which is satisfied in this graph, and there is no interaction in the limit x⊥ to zero (which is
“color transparency” [9]). We note that the scattering amplitude saturates by approaching













db3ρA(~b⊥, b3) , (10)
where we have also defined the nuclear profile function, T (~b⊥), and the integrated gluon
distributions xGN(x,Q
2
s). We could also have introduced such a scale in BFKL, which
would represent the point where unitarity is violated. We will again return to an expression
for Qs in section 2.3. Unitarity bounds in GGM (and the MV model, say), then imply that
saturation occurs when Q < Qs.
Finally, let’s take a brief look at the BK equation, which includes the rescattering of GGM,
but adds evolution in rapidity, by evaluating diagrams with long lived gluon emissions in the
5
qq̄ dipole (JIMWLK is equivalent to BK in the limit of large Nc (and constant αsNc); we will
omit a substantive discussion of JIMWLK here, except to say that it will evolve the weight
function, see eq. (12), used in the MV model below, with rapidity). Of interest to us is
geometric scaling, in which certain limiting solutions to BK depend only on the combination
x⊥Qs(Y ), and that this dependence persists in the region Q > Qs (in fact, Q Qs, so long
as we don’t enter the DLA regime). This is pictured in figure 1. In sections 4, we will look
at ensembles that change, for example, the gluon multiplicity above the extended geometric
scaling region.
With brief introductory remarks on small-x physics out of the way, we will now preview
the main topic at hand: how to study fluctuations in ensembles of gluons.
1.2 Biased Ensembles
In what follows, a central preoccupation will be evaluating expectation values of operators,






DρW [ρ] , (11)
where ρ is the color charge density (in the MV model, for example, we integrate over the
random color charge encountered by a small-x gluon: see section 2.1 for additional details).
Note that the weight function can be a function of rapidity (as is necessary for JIMWLK
evolution), but we will mostly not consider this here.
To learn more about observables, we ask the following question. Say we want to conduct
a Monte Carlo simulation in the MV model, where the functional form of, for example, the

















where we take the trace by summing over the generators of SU(3). A fluctuation, however,
takes the gluon distributions away from the function that maximizes W [ρ] (this will be
somewhat unlikely). How are observables, eq. (11), affected? (For an example of a Monte
Carlo simulation of biased ensembles, see section 3.)
The reason for looking at fluctuations in, for example, pA collisions was expounded upon
in a recent paper[4], where it was argued that, for example, experimental centrality selection
in pA collisions at the LHC and RHIC (which use different centrality selection criteria, as
explained in section 4) may lead to a bias. For another example, an anisotropic bias in
double inclusive production, which we will look at in section 5.3.3, may be compared to
a spin model in an external magnetic field. However, the ultimate “cause” for observing
ensembles away from the saddle point is not our concern here, as we do not (yet) know what
might most likely lead to these fluctuations! Instead, we assume that functional fluctuations
in unintegrated gluon distributions occur, and study the results.
The method we will use to do this was developed by Adrian Dumitru and Vladimir
Skokov[12]. We will have much more to say in section 3, but will for the moment contend
ourselves with a brief overview. So, how to study functional fluctuations? Step 1: re-write
functional integrals like the one in eq. (11) by integrating out all degrees of freedom which






DXe−Veff [X]Ô[X] , (13)
where our weight function is W [X] = e−Veff [X]. Equation (13) is normalized in such a way
that it and eq. (11) are the same in the saddle point approximation. Step 2: shift the saddle







DXW [X]b[X]Ô[X] . (14)
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With these steps completed, we may proceed to study our original ensemble (the MV model,
for example) using “biased ensembles”, always keeping in mind how likely these biases are
in our original ensemble.
In this work, after theoretical background on the MV model (section 2), we will go over
the technical details of biasing (section 3), and then apply biasing to the nuclear modification
factor in pA collisions (section 4), and double inclusive production via glasma graphs (section
5). We close by assessing present attempts to study fluctuations in asymptotic QCD, and
future outlook (section 6).
2 MV Model
In this section, we will do a brief overview of the McLerran-Venugapolis model[10, 11, 13],
again focusing on things we will need when working with biased ensembles below. We talked
about GGM in the introduction, which was a model of multiple rescatterings of a dipole on
nucleons, where interactions between nucleons is suppressed. While this picture is valid for
the MV model, here we will describe the classical fields that occur when a small x gluon
travels through a nucleus. Section 2.1 will focus on finding an expression for fields that solve
the Yang Mills equation; section 2.2 will focus on the statistics; and section 2.3 will calculate
the dipole S-matrix and relate the results to unintegrated gluon distributions.
2.1 Fields
So let’s picture a gluon traveling through a nucleus: in the IMF, defined here as the frame
where the nucleus is at rest and the gluon has infinite momentum, the Ioffee time[14] of
the gluon can be seen as a coherence length, with x+ ≈ 2
mx
(m is the mass of a nucleon).
This implies that small x gluons have large coherence lengths, and so interact with several
nucleons in the longitudinal direction. These nucleons are color neutral, such that the gluons
8
mainly feel net color charge in the transverse direction: x⊥ ∼ 1/kT , with kT  ΛQCD. The
color charge density that they see introduces a new momentum scale that is proportional to




∼ Λ2QCDA1/3 . (15)
This scale determines the running of the coupling constant, αs = αs(µ
2). So when A  1,
the coupling is very small, and the leading order theory is dominated by classical fields
proportional to 1/g.
To proceed, we’ll look at solutions to the Yang Mills equation,
DµF µν = Jν (16)
for the field, subject to a current moving in the x+ direction:
Jν = δν+ρ(x−, ~x⊥) . (17)
The standard way to solve for the fields is to work in the covariant gauge, ∂µA
µ = 0, and





(we note in passing that eq. 18 is the desired equation, as it induces the transformation of
the field strength, Fµν(x)→ U(x)Fµν(x)U−1(x), which leaves tr(F µνFµν) invariant). A step
by step derivation of the covariant gauge field can be found in [15], which we follow here:
5In this paper, we adopt the notation that fields without additional labels, such as in eq. (20) are in
covariant gauge, while light cone gauge will be labeled with a subscript, as in eq. (18)
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the Yang Mills equation becomes
∂2Aν − 2i[Aµ, ∂µAν ] + i[Aµ, ∂νAµ]− [Aµ, [Aµ, Aν ]] = Jν , (19)
and if we then look for a solution with A− = Ai = 0, and note that J
+ and A+ are functions
only of x− and ~x⊥ (which simplifies ∂
2A+ = (−2∂+∂−+∇2)A+ → ∇2A+), we have Poisson’s
equation,
∇2A+(x−, ~x) = ρ(x−, ~x) , (20)










To get a feel for certain solutions to eq. (20), let’s take a brief detour to classical elec-
trodynamics, and look at the solution to ∂2Aµ = Jµ for a charge moving with speed ~v. The




(1− ~v · r̂)|~r| ,
e~v




evaluated at the retarded time. A quick calculation for motion in the ẑ direction leads to
Aµ =
e√
x2⊥(1− v2) + (z + vt)2
(1, 0, 0, v) (24)
(see, for example, exercise 10.3 from the Griffiths Electromagnetism text[16]. Note also that
~r = (~x⊥, z)).We therefore have A
− = Ai = 0, and, after two Fourier transforms (following
along with Appendix A of [13]), we end up with dependence on the product |~x⊥|λ, where λ
10
is some momentum cutoff:
A+ = − e
2π
δ(x−) ln(|~x⊥|λ) . (25)
We see that the longitudinal component of the covariant fields are contracted in the x−
direction, and depend on the transverse coordinates ~x⊥. Equation (25) can then be used to
write down an expression for the A+ MV model fields (see Kovchegov and Levin[5], ch 5,
where the covariant gauge light cone + fields are found by approximating each parton in the
nucleus as a qq̄ dipole, with the fields of each q and q̄ given by eq. (25)). At present, let’s




(∂+U) = UA+ , (26)
which enables us to write the gauge transforming function as the path ordered exponential:











Note that eq. (27) can be written in terms of a Wilson line. We’ll have more to say in section
2.3, where we evaluate the dipole operator using Wilson lines. As a result of eq. (27), we
can show that A−LC = 0, and obtain an expression for
~ALC⊥ [5].
2.2 Gaussian Action
To find expectation values of operators, eq. (11), we need to average over all possible config-
urations of the qq̄ in the nucleon, and over all locations of the nucleons in the nucleus, using










1 − z−2 )δ2(~z1⊥ − ~z2⊥) (28)
11
(in the above reference, µ2(z−, ~z⊥) was found explicitly for a nucleon approximated by a qq̄
dipole, where both quarks were confined and randomly distributed in a sphere; the same
reference also gives the expression for µ2 if the quarks where confined to a cylinder). Com-
























































as well as for an odd number of rho’s, 〈Odd number of ρ′s〉 = 0 (note that 〈ρ〉 = 0 implies
that nucleons are color neutral), Kovchegov confirmed that we should use a Gaussian weight
function when calculating MV model observables.












We wish to evaluate the expectation value of two ρ’s,






where we’ve put in indicies where before we had vectors, with the assignments (z−1 ,k) →
(zi,km) and (z
−
2 ,q) → (zj,kn). Note that eq. (32) is zero except when i = j, m = n, and
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a = b. We proceed by discretizing the action in eq. (32):


















Returning to the continuum gets back to the fourier transform of eq. (28).
2.3 Dipole S-Matrix






where the fundamental Wilson line is given by a path-ordered exponential of the (covariant
gauge) A+ field:





dx−A+a(x−, x+, ~x) ta
}
. (35)
The matrices ta are the generators of the fundamental representation of SU(Nc) normalized
according to tr tatb = 1
2
δab. Note that the adjoint Wilson line is defined






−, x+, ~x) fabc
}
, (36)
where fabc are the SU(Nc) structure coefficients. We assume a static (x
+-independent) field
given by the solution of the Poisson equation (see section 2.1). The solution can be written
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in terms of the Green’s function6,







→ A+(x−, ~x) = g
∫
d2~z G0(~x− ~z)ρ(x−, ~z) , (37)
which we can substitute into the expression for the fundamental Wilson line,







d2~z⊥G0(~x⊥ − ~z⊥)ρa(z−, ~z⊥)ta
}
. (38)
Let’s start by calculating the expectation value of the dipole operator to order g4. We
expand the product of two Wilson lines, V (~x⊥)V
†(~y⊥), and focus on the following terms
(terms of order g2 are omitted from eq. (39), as they do not contribute to the expectation



































































When taking the trace and expectation value of this expression we use
1
Nc
tr 〈ρa(z−1 , ~k1)ρb(z−2 , ~k2) tatb〉 = CF δ(z−1 − z−2 )µ2(z−1 ) (2π)2δ2(~k1 + ~k2) , (41)





is the trace of tata/Nc. The objective now is to insert eq. (41) (with the
correct variables and indicies) into 1
Nc
times the trace and expectation value of eq. (39) (that
is, the dipole operator to order g4). If we then evaluate the longitudinal light cone integrals
with the delta function from eq. (41) (in which case the two negative terms of eq. (39) each
gain a factor of 1/2) we have
















G0(~x⊥ − ~z⊥1)G0(~x⊥ − ~z⊥2) +G0(~y⊥ − ~z⊥1)G0(~y⊥ − ~z⊥2)
− 2G0(~x⊥ − ~z⊥1)G0(~y⊥ − ~z⊥2)
]
. (42)
A change of variables, from ~z⊥1 and ~z⊥2 to ~w1 and ~w2, leads us to




















The brackets of eq. (43) simplify to 2ei
~k·(~w2−~w1)(1 − ei~k·(~x⊥−~y⊥)). If we then make the
substitution ~r = ~y⊥ − ~x⊥ and complete the ~w1 and ~w2 integrals, we get






G0(~k)G0(−~k)(1− e−i~k·~r) . (44)














thus, order g4 result exponentiates. With G0(~k) = − 1~k2 we obtain the final result














In the MV model, a color neutralization scale Λ of order the (inverse) size of a hadron is
introduced in the integral over ~k. For rΛ  1 this integral is dominated by Λ  k  1/r;




















The dipole expectation value is then usually written in the form




















To close this section, we relate our results for the dipole S-matrix to the Weizsäcker-
Williams distribution function, which is defined[5]












α s ~ 1








~ k ln Q /k








Figure 3: A graph of the unintegrated gluon distributions in the MV model, showing a peak
at Qs, with the kT dependence on either side. Figure taken from [2]
This expression can be related to the dipole S-matrix:







N(~r⊥,~b⊥, Y = 0) , (52)
where we have the usual relation between N and S. Figure 3 graphs kTφ
WW (x, k2T ) with kT ,
which again shows the prominent role played by the saturation momentum.
3 Re-Weighting









tr ρ(~k) ρ(−~k) . (53)
The weight functional is assumed to be normalized to
∫
DρW [ρ] = 1.7
7This section is taken from my paper on double inclusive gluon production[18]
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The constraint effective potential for
X(~k) ≡ g2trA+(~k)A+(−~k) (54)










W [ρ] . (55)
This integrates out fluctuations of ρ which do not affect the covariant gauge gluon distribu-
tion. The most likely gluon distribution from eq. (53) can then be obtained as the stationary
point of the effective potential,
δVeff[X]
δX(~q)
= 0 → Xs(~q) . (56)
Given an observable which is a functional of X(~q), the ensemble average now reads
〈O[X]〉 =
∫
DX e−Veff[X] O[X] . (57)

























where A⊥ denotes the transverse area over which the gluon distribution has been integrated
over. The function µ2(k) parameterizes the Gaussian ensemble for the color charge den-
18
sity, W [ρ] ∼ exp[−
∫
d2k/(2π)2 tr ρ(~k)ρ(−~k)/2µ2(~k)]. However, the corresponding effective
potential for X(~k) is not quadratic but of “linear minus log” form8.
To probe configurations away from the peak of the distribution it is standard in statistical
physics to compute biased (or reweighted) expectation values,
〈O〉b =
∫
DρW [ρ] b[ρ]O[ρ] . (60)
Just like W [ρ], the bias b[ρ] in general is supposed to be a gauge invariant functional of the
color charge density. Here, we impose the bias directly on the gluon distribution X(~k),
Veff[X(~k)] → Veff[X(~k)]− log b[X(~k)] , (61)∫
DX e−Veff[X(k)] O[X] →
∫
DX e−Veff[X(k)] b[X]O[X] . (62)
In particular, we may choose b[X] so that the most likely gluon distribution in the reweighted
ensemble is shifted to
Xs,b(~k) = η(~k)Xs(k) , (63)















8By a field redefinition Veff[X(~k)] can be rewritten as a Liouville potential for φ(~k) = logX(~k)/Xs(k),
see ref. [19]
9We do require that the saddle point is not shifted to a regime where the approach we described is not
applicable; for example, Xs,b(~k) should not be of higher order in the coupling than Xs(k).
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In fact, b[X] is nothing but the generating functional for the moments of X(~k),
Z[t] =
∫
DX e−Veff[X]+log b[X] , 1
Z[t]
δnZ[t]





X(~k1) · · ·X(~kn)
〉
, (66)
while log b[X] is the cumulant generating functional.
The gluon distribution function in principle depends not only on transverse momentum
but also on rapidity y. It is straightforward to generalize the above to rapidity dependent
biases by writing X(~q, y) = η(~q, y)Xs(q, y) so that then t(~q, y) also depends on rapidity via
eq. (65). One could then reweight towards rare evolution trajectories, for example. However,
in this paper we only consider the MV model [10, 11, 13] effective theory of color charge
density fluctuations which does not exhibit a dependence on y.









A particularly simple example for a gluon distribution in a biased ensemble would be
X(~k) = η(~k)Xs(k









This simply boosts the number of gluons with transverse momenta from Λ2 to Q2 by a
constant factor of 1+η0 (One may also interpret this as a boost of the transverse momentum
of the gluons by a factor of (1 + η0)
1/4). Other examples will be considered below.
To any given “distortion” η(~k) one can associate a potential V [η(~k)Xs(k
2)]. The greater
this potential, the smaller the weight of the function X(~k) = η(~k)Xs(k) in the ensemble
average (57). Hence, a stronger bias is required to make this the dominant gluon distribution
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in the reweighted ensemble. Explicitly, the “penalty action” for any given η(~k) is









η(~k)− 1− log η(~k)
]
. (69)
Thus, the gluon distribution X(~k) = η(~k)Xs(k) occurs in the unbiased ensemble with a prob-
ability density (in the space of functions) relative to the saddle point of p[η] = exp(−∆Veff[η]).
Note that η(~k) must be such that ∆Veff[η(~k)] is finite or else the gluon distribution X(~k) =
η(~k)Xs(k) is not part of the ensemble.










Likewise, to any η(~k) one may associate an increased mean transverse momentum (see defini-
tion of 〈k2T 〉 in ref. [20], for example) and so on. We note, however, that our approach allows
us to compute expectation values in an ensemble defined by a functional bias on the gluon
distribution X(~k) rather than to bias merely by gluon number, mean transverse momentum
etc.
One may sample the gluon distributions in a biased ensemble in the form of eq. (62) via
a Metropolis algorithm. While these gluon distributions are part of the original ensemble,
the standard approach of generating configurations without bias and then rejecting those
that do not meet a given criteria would be prohibitive. Importance sampling with the action
Veff[X]−log b[X] strongly increases the overlap with the desired target ensemble. We consider
the following three biases for illustration:
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1. Ng bias corresponding to






We take Λ = 2 and Q = 6; the units may be taken as GeV, although the energy scale
is arbitrary, since b[X] is dimensionless. Also, we choose A⊥ = 10π and g
4µ2 = 2 in
eq. (58). This bias does not impose a specific transverse momentum dependence on
〈X(k)〉b. Rather, we let the Monte-Carlo determine the optimal spectral shape.










Once again, we do not impose a specific transverse momentum distribution on the
gluons, and instead let the Monte-Carlo determine the optimal spectral shape.







with t(~k) = (1− η−1(k)) k4
g4µ2
and the prescribed function η(k) =
√
k/Λ.
In all cases the unbiased ensemble is taken to be the MV model with constant µ2.
Fig. 4 shows the results. Not surprisingly, the Ng bias adds gluons mostly near Λ, since
high-k gluons come with a greater penalty action. The analytic solution for this bias is
〈X(k)〉b/Xs(k) = 1/[1 − g
4µ2
k2
Θ(Q2 − k2) Θ(k2 − Λ2)]. The ET -bias produces a harder spec-
trum of excess gluons, with 〈X(k)〉b/Xs(k) = 1/[1 − g
4µ2
kΛ
Θ(Q2 − k2) Θ(k2 − Λ2)]. Lastly,
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Figure 4: Ratio of the gluon distribution in three different biased ensembles to that in the
unbiased MV-model ensemble.




4 Application: Nuclear Modification Factor in pA and
pp Collisions
ATLAS and ALICE collaborations show an increase of the nuclear modification factor with




















Figure 5: Central, peripheral, and minimum bias data from ALICE, for proton-lead collisions
at 5.02TeV[3]
.














When it is larger than 1, there are more produced gluons per nucleon in a pA collision than
in pp. Figure 5 shows a Cronin peak[21], and nuclear shadowing[22] when QpA is below 1
(see below for the difference between RpA and QpA). A simple argument might say that,
because N ∼ A1/3, RpA should decrease with collision centrality (a more central collision
being somewhat like a collision with many nucleons in the target), which is not what is
observed.
Centrality has varying definitions, depending on the collaboration: ATLAS, for example,
defines centrality as energy deposition in the pseudorapidity range −4.9 < η < −3.1[23].
10This section is based off a recent paper by myself, Adrian Dumitru, and Vladimir Skokov[4]
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ALICE uses several different methods to determine centrality- for more information, see[3, 4].
To explain the centrality dependence of figure 5, we argue that these criteria introduce a bias
on the unintegrated distribution functions (that is, if you are looking at central collisions,
you need to study less likely unintegrated gluon distribution functional configurations).
The name of the game will then be as follows. We enhance the number of gluons above
the geometric scaling region: k > Qgs,A  Qs,A. We then see how this bias affects the

















below the geometric scaling region (we effectively take Qs,p as our cutoff, as looking at
momenta below this violates the assumption that the proton in pA collisions is dilute). Note
that, in this section, we deal with JIMWLK ensembles for a dilute-dense systems. Note,
however, that we measure the number of collisions in the biased ensemble by integrating
over gluons above the cutoff for geometric scaling, Qgs,A, which is motivated by ALICE’s




















We will see how QpA(k) − RpA(k) increases with decreasing k. This is qualitatively in line
with the figure above, where their ”minimum bias” corresponds to our unbiased ensemble.
In section 4.1, we derive an expression for RpA(k). In section 4.2 we derive an expression
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for QpA(k).
4.1 An expression for RpA(k)

























where eq. (77) uses the adjoint Wilson line (see eq. (36)). To simplify this formula, we take
the average over the projectile proton to be unbiased (accounting for a bias in the projectile
is possible in principle, but we omit it from our analysis):
〈ρ∗a(~q)ρb(~p)〉p = δab(2π)2δ(~q − ~p)µ2p(q2) . (78)











































We can now use the results from section 2.3 to write the expectation of Wilson lines in
eq. (80) to order (gA+)2. Inserting this expression into the numerator and denominator of
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We have k > Qs in eq. (82)[26], and the anomalous dimension[27] at the saturation scale is
γ(Qs) = .64. Past the geometric scaling region, we’re in the double log scaling of DGLAP
and BFKL, at which point γ(k) asymptotes to 1[28] (a fact we will need below, because of
the criteria we are using in eq. (76)).
4.2 An expression for QpA(k)
The expression equivalent to eq. (80), again in the limit k  Qs,A, but with the introduction




















We now select the following momentum dependent bias:
η(k) = 1 + η0
q20
k2
Θ(Q2 − k2)Θ(k2 −Q2gs,A) . (84)
Here, q0 is an infrared scale, no larger than the saturation momentum of our projectile (note
that our expression for the saddle point in section 5.3.2 will be similar to eq. (84), except in
this section we have two momentum scales, q0 and Qgs,A, because we are in the JIMWLK
ensemble, whereas below we will be using the MV model, and so will have a single momentum












For a fuller discussion of various choices for the saddle point in eq. (84), and the consequences
on the penalty action and gluon multiplicity, see section 5.3. Specifically, we show that a
bias that increases with increasing k (a = −1 in eq. (110)) and a constant bias are more
suppressed than eq. (84).
We now integrate eq. (83) with k, with the lower bounds Qgs,A. This puts us outside the

















































I’ll again stress here that, having chosen configurations that increase the number of gluons
above the geometric scaling cutoff of the target, Qgs,A, we now check how observables are










Eq. (89) has the desired experimental properties: it increases with increasing η0 and also
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Figure 6: A Monte Carlo simulation for the nuclear modification factor in a biased JIMWLK
ensemble, for various biases and values of rapidity[4].
increases with decreasing k: our main result in this section
Figure 6 shows a Monte Carlo simulation in a biased JIMWLK ensemble that confirms
the above results[4]. We note the clear decrease of QpA with rapidity, as would be expected in
a JIMWLK ensemble. We also note the same thing we did after eq. (89): that QpA increases
with centrality, and QpA −RpA increases with decreasing k.
5 Application: Double inclusive production
5.1 Expression for Cross Section
The cross section for inclusive production of two small-x gluons with transverse momenta p,
q much greater than the saturation scales of the projectile and target is given by the so-called
“glasma graphs”11. These graphs correspond to a kT -factorization approximation in terms
11We will not go too far into the history of glasma graphs in this work, except to mention that they
were first postulated in[29], and that they have been used to describe long range rapidity correlation in
experimental data, known as the ”ridge”[1] (note that long range rapidity correlations are a general feature
of saturation physics[30]). Reference[31] shows that they follow from double inclusive production in the
JIMWLK ensembles, if we take 1 A1  A2 in AA collisions.
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From now on we consider a constant, k-independent µ2 for simplicity. This amounts to the
classical MV model [10, 11, 13] approximation where one neglects the anomalous dimension
of the gluon distribution12. While it is possible, in principle, to generalize our analysis to
account for the anomalous dimension due to small-x evolution, our current focus is on better
understanding the effect of a bias on the glasma graphs.





Beyond the dilute limit one needs to evaluate a correlator of two eikonal Wilson lines in
the reweighted ensemble, see ref. [4]. Here we restrict to high transverse momentum where
the approximation of dilute projectile and target should be applicable. We start from the
Figure 7: Disconnected diagram for inclusive production of two gluons with momenta p and
q.
expression for the two gluon transverse momentum distribution from the glasma graphs given
12This section, like section 3 is taken from my paper on double inclusive gluon production[18]
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(A+ B + C) . (92)
Here, Λ denotes an infrared cutoff for applicability of the leading twist, weak field approx-
imation. A⊥Λ
2 will be taken to be ∼ 1 or greater. Furthermore, A corresponds to the
disconnected diagram for inclusive double gluon production shown in fig. 7. C are the HBT-
Figure 8: HBT diagrams proportional to δ(~p± ~q).
like [35] parts proportional to δ2(~p±~q), shown in fig. 8. Finally, the rest is given by diagrams
B (fig. 9) and has been interpreted as Bose enhancement [36]. Note that B and C correspond











d2k1 ΦP (~k1) ΦT (~k1 − ~p)
∫ ∞
Λ2








d2k ΦT (~k − ~p) ΦP (~k)
[




ΦT (~k − ~p) ΦP (~k − ~p− ~q)
f(~k, ~p, ~q)
(~k − ~p− ~q)2k2(~k − ~q)4
]
+ (~q → −~q) .
(94)
13However, we neglect corrections due to the non-zero thickness of the projectile or target derived in
ref. [33, 34].
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Figure 9: Bose enhancement (B-type) diagrams.
Here,
(95)
f(~k, ~p, ~q) =
[
k2(~k − ~q)2 + (~p+ ~q − ~k)2(~p− ~k)2 − p2(2~k − ~q − ~p)2
]
[
(~p+ ~q − ~k)2(~k − ~q)2 + k2(~p− ~k)2 − q2(2~k − ~q − ~p)2
]
.



















































Note that the contributions B and C from the connected diagrams do not come with a
second power of the transverse area A⊥ nor with a second factor of N
2
c −1 as there is a single
connected color flow loop.
It is sufficient for our present purposes to consider a bias on only the target’s ensemble
of gluon distributions. We first compute the contributions denoted as A and B. In the
computation of B we may assume that ~p 6= ±~q, i.e. that ~p±~q are hard momenta themselves,
much greater than the saturation scales of the colliding protons or nuclei. In fact, when
the magnitudes of ~p and ~q are close, one needs to also account for the back-to-back dijet
contribution (see e.g. ref. [37, 38]) when computing angular correlations of high-pT gluons.
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Therefore, while we do give the expression for C for general η(~k) later in this section for
completeness, we do not consider biases on HBT diagrams here.
In this paper, we will only consider reflection symmetric gluon distributions, η(−~p) =
η(~p). To perform the integrations over the transverse momenta of the gluons in projectile
and target we expand the integrands in eqs. (93, 94, 96) around the singularities of the


















η(~k − ~p)− 1
(~k − ~p)2
. (97)
The first term is the DGLAP logarithm [39]. To compute the integral in the second term
we first write η(~k) − 1 = η̃(k) Θ(Q2 − k2) to display explicitly the finite support of the
modification to the gluon distribution. Now, if Q2 is on the order of p2 then the contribution







, (if Q2 ∼ p2) . (98)
This contribution is absent14 if Q2  p2. For any Q2 ∼ p2 or less the integral on the r.h.s.
of eq. (97) also receives a contribution from the region (~p− ~k)2  p2, provided that η̃(~̀)/`2








η̃(~̀) , (if η̃(~̀)/`2 has a pole at `→ 0) . (99)
14To smoothly interpolate from Q2 ∼ Λ2 to Q2 ∼ p2 one could replace the logarithm in eq. (98) by
log p2/(p2 −Q2 + Λ2). However, we prefer to avoid such ad hoc interpolations and rather distinguish small
and large Q2 explicitly.
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In an unbiased ensemble where η(~k) − 1 = η̃(k) = 0 this contribution for independent
production of two gluons does not depend on the angle between ~p and ~q, of course. The
same is true if η(~k) is isotropic.



































+ (~q → −~q) .
Here,
g(~k, ~p, ~q) = [p2~k · (~p+ ~q)− (~p+ ~q)2~k · ~p] [q2~k · (~p+ ~q)− (~p+ ~q)2~k · ~q] , (102)
is one fourth the leading term of f(~k, ~p, ~q) in the limit k2  p2, q2.
The expansion in eq. (101) includes terms that explicitly depend on the azimuthal angle,
φ, between ~p and ~q, even though they may be subleading at large p2, q2. In contrast, we
have dropped a term in eq. (101) that does not depend on φ, and that would be subleading
when A and B are added. However, we have not dropped the last term in eq. (101) which
exhibits power-sensitivity to low transverse momenta but is independent of φ when η(~k) is
34





















Reflection symmetry under the simultaneous ~p → −~p, ~q → −~q implies invariance under





When η(~k) is isotropic then eq. (101) gives the leading φ-dependent terms. However, in
sec. 5.3.3 we shall see that when η(~k) is anisotropic then eq. (100) will also contribute to
the angular moments; here, the angular correlations in the “disconnected diagrams” actually
arise due to the bias.
Using the same approximation for the integrations over the 2d Coulomb propagators, the
“HBT diagrams” for general η(~k) evaluate to
C ≈ Λ2
[




















5.2 LLA in the unbiased ensemble
























































+ (~q → −~q) .
(105)






subleading φ-dependent terms. Only the φ-dependent terms enter into the numerator of
eq. (103), from which we can see that the odd moments vanish. To compute the even































which can be derived with contour integration. Here q2< = min(p
2, q2) and q2> = max(p
2, q2).
To use eqs. (106 , 107) in (105) we need to neglect the dependence of (~p± ~q)2 on φ when the
former appears inside a logarithm. This is justified in leading logarithmic approximation.












































decreases with n like [min(p2, q2)/max(p2, q2)]n.



















5.3 LLA in biased ensembles
Let’s now shift the saddle point of our unbiased ensemble. We increase the number of gluons
between Λ2 and Q2, where again Λ is some infrared cutoff, and we have Q2, p2, q2  Λ2
throughout. We will make various assumptions about Q below. We will look at shifts in the
saddle point of the form
η(~k) = 1 + η0
Λ2a
k2a
(k̂ · Ê)2b Θ(Q2 − k2) Θ(k2 − Λ2) , (110)
where η0 is a dimensionless constant, a controls the transverse momentum dependence, and
b ≥ 0 the anisotropy (in the direction Ê).
5.3.1 Constant Boost
Let’s first look at an example where the angular moments are identical to those in eq (108).













[η0 − log(1 + η0)] , (111)
15As explained in sec. 5.1 we do not consider the case where p and q are very similar. What we mean here
is that their difference should be less than p and q themselves (but still much greater than the saturation
scales of projectile and target).
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Hence, for a = b = 0, a substantial gluon number excess is much more likely to occur
due to many additional gluons with small transverse momenta not too far above Λ, so that
η0 is large but Q
2/Λ2 is moderate. However, such configurations do not increase 〈k2T 〉 much
(biasing towards gluon distributions with a = b = 0, with large 〈k2T 〉, would rather favor
smaller η0 and larger Q
2).
















We conclude that, in the limit where Q2 is on the order of the momenta of the produced
gluons (or greater), the angular moments in this ensemble are the same as in the unbiased
ensemble, c.f. eq. (108). This is analogous to the k-independent rescaling of the color charge
density of the proton considered in ref. [40]. Note, however, that such gluon distributions
have very small probability in the original ensemble, since Veff ∝ Q2.
Next, we look at biases that modify the angular anisotropy from eq. (108) by a momentum
dependent factor. One way to do this is to again take a = b = 0, but to now let Λ2  Q2 
p2, q2. It may be surprising, at first glance, that a “distortion” of the gluon distribution up
to Q2 much less than the momenta of the produced gluons would affect the cross section.
This is due to the fact that the production occurs via Lipatov fusion[41] of one gluon from
the projectile with one gluon from the target, where typically one of the fusing gluons carries
much smaller transverse momentum than the produced gluon. The expression for particle
38






































































































+ (~q → −~q) .





























































which exhibits a logarithmic enhancement.
We’d like to know if the anisotropy increases with multiplicity, which, from eq. (112),
is akin to asking if it increases with η0, which is a dimensionless parameter we have yet to
make any assumptions on. First, consider η0 = O(1), with Q2 less than min(p2, q2, `2). This
corresponds to a class of high gluon multiplicity configurations with 〈k2T 〉 moderately higher
than in the absence of the bias. Here, the corrections to the numerator and denominator
of eq. (115) due to the bias are suppressed only logarithmically (relative to the unbiased
ensemble) !
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On the other hand, if η0  1, we can simplify the previous expression by ignoring the
terms ∼ η20 to compute the ratio of the moments in the biased and unbiased ensembles16.









































Thus, we see that even a very simple ”distortion” of the gluon distribution may give rise to
a fairly intricate behavior of the angular correlations.
5.3.2 Transverse Momentum Dependent Boosts
A transverse momentum dependent boost will also exhibit an increase in the angular anisotropies
with η0, in the limit p
2 ≈ q2. To see this, let’s take a = 1, b = 017 in eq. (110) (it can be
shown that, to leading order, the limits Q2  p2, q2 and Q2  p2, q2 yield the same cross
































4 µ2 η0 . (119)
16Note that the dependence on n cancels in these ratios.
17We briefly comment on the case where the gluon distribution at the saddle point increases with increasing
momenta, setting a = −1, b = 0 in eq. (110), with Q2  Λ2. This leads to a very strong increase of 〈k2T 〉
as compared to the unbiased ensemble. On the other hand, to have Veff ∝ Q2 like in sec. 5.3.1, rather than
Veff ∝ Q4, we must choose very small amplitude, η0 ∝ 1/Q2. And then, ∆Ng asymptotes to a constant
at large Q2. In other words, these are rare configurations of the hadron where the excess mean squared
transverse momentum of the gluons is large but their number excess is not.
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Hence, both Veff and ∆Ng approach a constant as Q
2/Λ2  1 at fixed η0.
Because the gluon distribution in this biased ensemble drops more rapidly than 1/k4, the






















































Note that we’ve gained a second term in the denominator, which comes from the last,
non-angular, term of the Bose Enhancement factor in eq. (101).
To simplify eq. (120), we consider various parametric magnitudes for η0. The case η0 ∼< 1
is not very interesting, as it does not lead to rare configurations with a substantial increase
in the number of gluons: we have Veff ∝ N2c A⊥Λ2 η0 and ∆Ng ∝ N2c A⊥ g4 µ2 η0, independent





, so that the amplitude of the shift of

















. This means that high gluon
multiplicities can be reached with much higher probability than for the bias considered in
the previous section. Furthermore, the angular moments will increase with η20 for any choice












Finally, we can actually get angular moments that are independent of p and q, by using an
anisotropic bias, specifically with b ≥ 1 in eq. (110). Studying such anisotropic configurations
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has been suggested by Kovner and Lublinsky [42] (also see ref. [43]). In their work, the
anisotropy is due to fluctuations from configuration to configuration of the hadron or nucleus.
In this scenario, after computing the angular correlator, 〈einφ〉, we would have to perform
an average over the directions of Ê. In what follows, we will instead consider the possibility
that the 2d rotational symmetry is explicitly broken due to an external bias (like a spin
model in an external magnetic field), so that eq. (110) represents the gluon distribution
averaged over the reweighted ensemble. It is beyond the scope of the present work to discuss
specific phenomenological models for how such an anisotropic bias may arise in p+p or p+A
collisions. Nevertheless, it is an interesting exercise to compute two-particle correlations in
an anisotropic ensemble, as this leads to new contributions to the angular moments.
Specifically, the disconnected diagram, A, will now contribute φ-dependent terms. From
eqs. (98, 100), we see that these terms only occur when Q2 ∼ p2, q2, and that they will be
proportional to η20
[
(p̂ · Ê)2 (q̂ · Ê)2
]b
. Therefore, only moments less than or equal to 2b will
receive such contributions.






is smaller than the angular contributions we saw in sec 5.3.2. Hence, we consider the case





















Unlike above, A now acquires an angular component, allowing it to potentially contribute
to the angular anisotropy:
Aa=0
b=1

































, the squared single inclusive part of the
cross section will dominate the anular anisotropy over the Bose Enhancement, B. In this















0) cos(ψ − 2φE) n = 1
η20 n = 2
0 n ≥ 2
,
(125)
where ψ is the “center of mass angle” (the average of the angles made by ~p and ~q) and φE
is the angle made by Ê. If the anisotropy is due to fluctuations, and we average over the
direction φE of Ê, then only the contribution to the n = 2 elliptic moment is non-zero. On
the other hand, for an external bias with fixed direction, there is a non-zero n = 1 moment
when the average azimuthal angle of ~p and ~q is not equal to that of Ê plus 45◦.







In section 4, we were faced with data (nuclear modification factor dependence on centrality)
which contradicted a näıve reading of the nuclear modification factor in more central colli-
sions (that it should decrease with centrality). We demonstrated that a bias on the gluon
distributions, which increased the number of gluons above Qgs,A, resulted in an increase in
QpA over RpA, and that QpA − RpA increased with decreasing k (because the effective po-
tential decreases with decreasing k), thus providing a possible explanation for the centrality
dependence of the nuclear modification factor in pA collisions.
And while this explanation might contribute to the ultimate one for the behavior of the
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nuclear modification factor with centrality, there are certainly other theories on the market
(for example, color reconnections[44]). And it’s certainly possible that multiple reasons
conspire to yield the centrality dependence seen above. In this conclusion, I’d like to not shy
away from multiple possibilities: whatever the final physics is, I hope to have shown that
biased ensembles are a worthy tool with which to study QCD.
We can have a similar conversation when biasing double inclusive production. In section
5, we found several interesting effects on the azimuthal harmonics from biasing: we found
harmonics increasing, eqs. (116, 121, 126), decreasing, eq. (117), or being unaffected by,
eq. (113), η0 (though we take this opportunity to remember that such statements should be
paired with an analysis of penaly actions and increase in gluon number). In studying an
anisotropic bias, we found a case where the angular anisotropies was dominated by squared
single inclusive contributions, and found an elliptical anisotropy independent of p and q,
eq. (126). We found significant effects due to biasing even in the region Q2  p2, q2 (see
section 5.3.1)! But now, an opportunity to state two caveats to these results: a) we have yet
to relate the parameters of our theory (η0, Q) to experimental parameters, and b) we did
not include evolution in rapidity. And as with biasing the nuclear modification factor, we
expect that the multiplicity dependence of elliptical anisotropy in experimental data might
have multiple contributing explanations, whether hydrodynamic in origin or from saturation
physics or something else.
The resolution of these questions will certainly be interesting, and might lie in the forth-
coming expansion of the EIC at Brookhaven, where it is hoped that we’ll finally get un-
ambiguous confirmation of saturation physics[45]. I hope that biased ensembles- that is,
checking how fluctuations in functional distributions effect observables- play a role in an-
swering some of these big questions, and become an interesting and useful tools of high
energy QCD physicists in the EIC era.
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